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The first full-length textbook devoted exclusively to explaining the principles and applications of

tectonic theory, written by two of the fieldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s leading authorities. It is designed for

upper-level courses in active tectonics and structures.
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Was really disappointed when I realize this book was 21 years old and not updated. It's a superb

book, and still worth reading, but a lot has been learned in the last 20 years that's not in here.

A great book! It is written at the 1st year graduate student level. The authors think you are smart,

are willing to work to understand, but feel they need to cover it all from ground zero. A great

proposition if that is your state. Heavily diagrammed but unafraid to get down to some of the

(simple) physics. (What really moves those plates anyway?) Just scanning and focusing down on

what interests will teach you something new every time. The result is giving you a new set of eyes.

Nevada (the great basin) never looked so interesting.

It's really a dissertation with way too much information. I needed it for a masters of ed class. This is

so boring and hard to read. If you need this for a class, the teacher is old school and too difficult, it is

an antique classic, there are better and easier to read books out there.



the book was just what i needed and came just when i needed it, i wouldn't have made it through

class without it
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